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Fawn
&
Deer
Revival
Critical Care for Cervids
When fawns get sick, fast action is necessary to help avoid costly death loss. Fawn & Deer Revival™ is
designed to provide rapid support to the critically ill fawn and aid in the fight to survive.
Fawn & Deer Revival is a specifically formulated combination of new and proven technologies, including
ImmWave®, Encrypt®, targeted egg proteins, micro-encapsulated beneficial bacteria, Vitamin B complex and
Vitamin D3. This all-natural paste targets harmful pathogens in the gut and delivers components directly into
the bloodstream, enhancing the response of the immune system to help jump-start recovery.
In addition, Fawn & Deer Revival can be used post-tranquilization to help speed recovery and as an aid during
times of stress or illness.

Fawn & Deer Revival Contains The Following Features and Benefits


ImmWave






Encrypt


Aids in inhibiting growth of pathogens, including cryptosporidia, and absorbs harmful toxins.



Helps reduce gut pH, creating a less favorable environment for digestive pathogens that can cause
scours.

Targeted Enzyme Package






A novel technology that delivers potent, select milk proteins designed to give an immediate boost to
the immune system and aid in the fight to survive.

Designed to boost metabolic activity to help provide crucial nutrients in the battle to fight off disease.

Beneficial Lactic Acid Producing Bacteria


Helps re-establish intestinal balance and aids in the reduction of pathogen-induced diarrhea.



Micro-encapsulated to protect beneficial bacteria from stomach acid and bile.

Optimized Vitamin and Mineral Complex


Contains Antler D™, a more readily available source of Vitamin D3 that is more rapidly absorbed.
Vitamin D3 is critical for immune system activation.

Fawn & Deer Revival comes in a convenient 15 gm dial-a-dose tube offering easy dosing flexibility for fawns,
young and adult deer.

www.headgearllc.com

For more information, contact us at:
Phone: (717) 509-5724
Fax: (717) 509-7401
E-mail: info@headgearllc.com

Buyer assumes all responsibility of use, storage and handling of this product. Head Gear LLC makes no other claims or warranties expressed or implied.

